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Therapeutic Approaches for Pusher Syndrome
after a Stroke: a Literature Review
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ABSTRACT
Introduction: Pusher syndrome is a disorder that is clinically
present in 5-52% of stroke patients, characterized by active pushing
using the non-paretic side towards the paretic side, and resistance
to the passive correction of posture. This disorder can pose an
unfavorable effect on the rehabilitation of stroke patients. Hence,
finding effective therapeutic approaches for pusher syndrome
is crucial. This study aimed to identify the existing therapeutic
approaches for pusher syndrome and investigate their effectiveness.
Methods: A literature review was carried out, where studies
were identified through searching the PubMed database from
database inception to 2019 using the keywords: “pusher syndrome”,
“pusher behaviour”, “contraversive pushing”, “ipsilateral pushing”,
“lateropulsion”, “physiotherapy”, “physical therapy”, “treatment”,
“therapeutic approach”, “therapy” and “training”. The literatures
were analyzed systematically based on the results of previous
studies.

Results: Several approaches were identified for treating pusher
syndrome post-stroke, including robot-assisted gait training
(RAGT), galvanic vestibular stimulation (GVS), visual feedback (VF),
and physiotherapy with additional components such as relaxation
therapy in the prone position and lateral stepping with body
weight–supported treadmill training (LS-BWSTT). RAGT and VF
training appear to be promising adjunctive approaches for treating
pusher syndrome. Conventional physiotherapy with additional
components such as relaxation therapy and LS-BWSTT have also
led to positive effects. However, the effect of GVS has not been
established.
Conclusion: There is evidence that some therapeutic approaches
can be beneficial for improving pusher syndrome and outcomes
of stroke patients, in particular when combined with conventional
physiotherapy. However, the number of studies is still very limited.
Further research with methodological rigor is needed.
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INTRODUCTION
Following a stroke, patients with hemiparesis
commonly exhibit a loss of balance, typically
falling towards the paretic side.1–3 In an attempt to
compensate this postural imbalance, these patients
usually shift their body weight across the midline,
away from the paretic side, and onto their nonparetic side.4 However, in 1985, Davies reported
the behavior of a group of stroke patients who
used their non-paretic extremities to push actively
towards the paretic side and resist any effort at
passive correction of their tilted posture.5 If left
unsupported, these patients can continue to push
themselves laterally until they experience a loss of
postural balance, where they would fall on their
paretic side.6 This behavior has been described
as pusher syndrome,5 which is also known by the
terms pusher behavior,2 contraversive pushing,1,7
ipsilateral pushing3,8 and lateropulsion.9
Pusher syndrome is still a largely unknown

disorder that is clinically presented in 5-52% of
patients who have suffered a stroke.8,10,11 Davies5
suggested three important variables to identify
pusher syndrome, namely: 1) spontaneous body
posture, 2) increase of pushing force by spreading
the non-paretic extremities and 3) resistance to the
passive correction of posture. These three variables
were then established in the form of a scale called the
“Clinical Scale for Contraversive Pushing (SCP)” by
Karnath et al.7 to aid clinicians in diagnosing pusher
syndrome and measuring the severity of pusher
syndrome. In addition to the SCP, several other
clinical tools have been developed for examining
pusher syndrome following a stroke, namely the
Modified Scale for Contraversive Pushing12 and the
Burke Lateropulsion Scale (BLS).13 Of these scales,
the most extensively tested was the SCP, which had
acceptable clinimetric properties.14
Patients with pusher syndrome tend to be
stroke patients with the most severe impairments
and functional limitations in gait, standing, and
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transfers, which hamper the rehabilitation process.4
Additionally, these patients also require a much
longer time to regain functional independence.1,8
Pedersen et al.8 reported that patients with pusher
syndrome need almost 3.6 weeks longer to reach
the same levels of outcome than those without
the syndrome. Consequently, finding effective
therapeutic approaches is crucial to improve patient
outcomes and shorten the duration of rehabilitation
needed by patients.15
To date, there is a minimal amount of evidence
about effective approaches for pusher syndrome.
This literature review, therefore, aimed to identify
the existing therapeutic approaches for pusher
syndrome post-stroke and investigate their
effectiveness.

METHODS
A literature review was carried out, where studies
were identified through searching the PubMed
database from database inception to 2019 using the
keywords: “pusher syndrome”, “pusher behaviour”,
“contraversive pushing”, “ipsilateral pushing”,
“lateropulsion”, “physiotherapy”, “physical therapy”,
“treatment”, “therapeutic approach”, “therapy” and
“training”, combining with Boolean operators “OR”
and “AND”. Only full-text studies published in
English were selected for inclusion in this review. A
total of 10 papers were found related to this review’s
topic. A summary of the studies can be seen in
Table 1.
Therapeutic Approaches for Pusher Syndrome
after a Stroke
Robot-assisted Gait Training (RAGT)
RAGT has been shown to have a positive effect
on gait ability, lower extremity functionality and
balance in stroke patients.16–18 Accordingly, it has
been suggested to be an alternative treatment for
pusher syndrome.
In a single-blind randomized controlled trial,
Bergmann et al.19 investigated the effectiveness of
RAGT on pusher syndrome in patients three weeks
to six months post-stroke. In this study, patients
in the experimental group received RAGT on the
robotic-driven gait orthosis Lokomat for 60 minutes
per session, while the control group received
physiotherapy without robotic assistance for 60
minutes per session, which focused on postural
control training, including sensory feedback
components, encompassing active and dynamic
exercises. Treatments were provided for five days
per week for two weeks (8-10 sessions overall).
After the treatments, the experimental group
showed a significant reduction of pusher syndrome
Published by DiscoverSys | Intisari Sains Medis 2019; 10(2): 452-458 | doi: 10.1556/ism.v10i2.507

than the control group in both the SCP and BLS at
post-test and follow-up than the control group. At
post-test, 6 of 15 subjects in the experimental group
and 1 of 15 subjects in the control group stopped
showing pusher behavior. Moreover, it was found
that 9 of 15 subjects in the experimental group
and 5 of 15 subjects in the control group no longer
demonstrated the behavior at follow-up.
Similarly, in another single-blind randomized
trial, Yun et al.20 examined the effect of RAGT on the
recovery of pusher syndrome in sub-acute stroke
patients. Subjects were divided into an experimental
group that received RAGT and a control group
that received conventional physiotherapy. Patients
received each treatment for 30 minutes per session,
five days per week for a total of 3 weeks (total of 15
sessions). After the intervention, the experimental
group demonstrated better improvements in the
Burke Lateropulsion Scale (BLS) immediately
after intervention and at four weeks follow-up.
Moreover, the Berg Balance Scale (BBS) also
improved significantly in the experimental group,
and significant between-group differences were
observed in the Postural Assessment Scale for
Stroke (PASS) immediately after intervention and
at four weeks follow-up.
In another study, Krewer et al.21 performed an
observer-blinded cross-over pilot study to look at
the immediate effects of GVS, machine-supported
gait training with Lokomat and physiotherapy
with visual feedback (VF) for the recovery of
stroke patients with pusher syndrome. This study
included patients with (n=14) and without (n=10)
the diagnosis of pusher syndrome. After a singlesession of each specific intervention, the authors
found that machine-supported gait training had
a significant effect on the BLS score of patients
compared to physiotherapy with VF, but no
statistically significant difference was observed in
the SCP score between the interventions.
Visual Feedback (VF)
Individuals with pusher syndrome have impaired
postural vertical perception, yet their vertical visual
perception is preserved.7,22 For that reason, the
use of visual feedback (VF) in physiotherapy was
proposed to aid patients to become familiar with
the misperception of their erect posture and help
them learn movements that are needed to reach an
upright body posture.6
The use of VF in the rehabilitation of patients
with pusher syndrome has been investigated in
several studies.10,21,23 Broetz et al.24 reported a case
series of eight consecutively admitted acute stroke
patients presenting with severe pusher syndrome
who received physiotherapy using VF for 30
453
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minutes each day (six days per week) for 3.5 weeks.
The authors found significant improvements in
pushing behavior within three weeks; the overall
SCP score significantly improved between days
4 and 24 post-stroke. In contrast to this, in a
cross-over pilot study, Krewer et al.21 found that
physiotherapy with VF component did not result
in a significant change between the pre-test and
post-test BLS values in pusher patients. Moreover,
compared to physiotherapy with VF, they found
that machine-supported gait had a significant effect
on the BLS score of patients.
In another pilot randomized controlled study,
Yang et al.23 compared two different forms of VF
training, namely computer-generated interactive
VF training (experimental group) and mirror VF
training (control group). Both groups received
20 minutes of training following 20 minutes of
physiotherapy, three times a week for a total of
three weeks. The findings showed both forms of VF
training reduced the degree of pusher syndrome
(decreased SCP score), improved balance
(increased BBS score), and motor control of the
lower limbs (increased FMA score). Furthermore,
the experimental group exhibited significantly
more significant improvements in the SCP and BBS
compared to the control group.
Galvanic Vestibular Stimulation (GVS)
Another treatment approach that has been
suggested for pusher syndrome is GVS, which
uses low-amplitude direct electrical current that
stimulates the vestibular system. This strategy has
been successfully used to treat neglect syndrome
in patients who have suffered a stroke (25) and can
modify the perception of the vertical,26 so it was
thought that GVS might be able to correct body tilt
in pusher syndrome.21
Nakamura et al.27 reported a case series involving
two stroke patients showing pusher syndrome.
They investigated the effect of GVS combined with
physiotherapy for pusher syndrome. The ABAB
single-case design was used. In phases A1 and A2,
the patients received 60-minute physiotherapy
session five days a week. In phases B1 and B2,
they underwent 20 minutes of GVS before each
physiotherapy session and then performed the
same physiotherapy program as in phases A1
and A2. The authors found that in both patients,
the SCP scores were reduced only in phase B1.
Although the BLS scores showed improvement
at phase A1, a more considerable improvement
was observed in both B phases. A cross-over pilot
study conducted by Krewer et al.21 found that GVS
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therapy for 20 minutes did not lead to a significant
change between the pre-test and post-test both the
SCP and BLS values in pusher patients after a single
therapy session.
Physiotherapy with Additional Components
Besides the specific approaches described
above, several authors have reported the use
of physiotherapy with additional components
to improve outcomes of stroke patients with
pusher syndrome. Paci and Nannetti28 reported a
literature-based physiotherapy treatment in one
pusher syndrome case, which included elements
of somatosensory inputs and visual/auditory
feedback. The patient received 27 therapy sessions
over three weeks. Within a therapy session, the
patient underwent a 2-hour physiotherapy session
twice a day for five days a week and a one-hour
session on Saturdays. The authors found that
treatment sessions using visual/auditory feedback
resulted in positive effects immediately, yet the
immediate effects of somatosensory inputs were not
seen. Nevertheless, the results were not maintained
until the end of the study period.
Fujino and colleagues29 reported three case
studies using a single-case study design (ABA)
that looked at the effect of relaxation therapy in the
prone position using a treatment table. In this study,
patients received conventional physiotherapy,
including sit-to-stand training, VF training and
gait training using knee-ankle-foot orthosis, and
relaxation therapy in the prone position for 10
minutes per day, which was conducted over six
consecutive days. This study found that relaxation
therapy in the prone position improved both SCP
and BLS scores following the intervention phase,
which continued until the follow-up phase.
A recent study by Pardo and Gallen30 described
physiotherapy treatment interventions to improve
pusher syndrome and functional outcomes in a case
series involving five patients. Patients received 90
minutes of inpatient physiotherapy for an average
of 19 days of inpatient treatment before being
discharged. At discharge, all five patients exhibited
improvements in pushing syndrome, balance, and
transfer status.
In a case report, Romick-Sheldon and Kimalat31
provided treatment using lateral stepping with bodyweight supported treadmill training (LS-BWSTT)
to encourage the subject to step laterally towards the
uninvolved side. Following 11 sessions of inpatient
treatment over 15 days, the subject showed reduced
pusher syndrome and improvements in function.
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Table 1.

Summary of studies included in this review

Author
Bergmann et
al.19

Type of Study
and Sample Size
Single-blind
randomized
controlled trial (15
experimental and
15 control)

Protocol
5 days per week for
2 weeks (8 to 10
sessions overall)

Objective
To determine the effect of
intensive RAGT on pusher
behavior compared to
non-robotic physiotherapy
(nR-PT).

Main Outcome
Measures
Primary outcome
measures:
SCP and BLS
Secondary outcome
measures:
POMA
FAC
SVV

Results
RAGT resulted in a larger
reduction of pusher
behavior than nRPT at
post-test (SCP p = 0.037;
BLS: p = 0.003) and at
follow-up (SCP p = 0.008).

Broetz et al.24

Case series
30 minutes each
(8 pusher patients) working day after
admission (six days
per week) for 3.5
weeks.

To evaluate physiotherapy
SCP
treatment using VF in cases
of severe contraversive
pushing.

There were significant
improvements on the
overall score of the SCP
between days four and 24
post-stroke (p = 0.026).

Fujino et al.29

Case series
(3 patients)

To investigate the effect
of relaxation therapy in a
prone position can reduce
pushing syndrome.

SCP
Trunk control test
to measure truncal
balance

Both SCP and trunk
control test scores
improved after the
intervention and at
follow-up. Additionally,
all patients could sit
independently.

Krewer et al.21

Observer-blinded, Single-session
cross-over pilot
of each specific
study
intervention.
(14 pusher patients
and 10 control
patients without
pusher syndrome)

To investigate the
immediate after-effects
of GVS, machinesupported gait training
with the Lokomat, and
physiotherapy with
VF components in the
rehabilitation of patients
with pusher behavior.

SCP
BLS

Machine-supported gait
training had a significant
effect on BLS compared
to physiotherapy with VF
components but did not
have a significant effect on
SCP. GVS did not lead to
significant changes in both
scales.

Nakamura et
al.27

Case series
60 minutes therapy
(2 pusher patients) session, 5 days a
week for 4 weeks.

To investigate the feasibility SCP
and effects of GVS
BLS
combined with physical
therapy for pusher behavior
in stroke patients.

In both patients, the SCP
scores were reduced only
during phase B2. Although
the BLS scores improved
at the A1 phase, a larger
improvement was seen at
the two B phases.

10 minutes a day
over 2 days.

In phases A1 and
A2, the patients
received a 60-minute
physiotherapy
session five days
a week. In phases
B1 and B2, they
underwent 20
minutes of GVS
before each
physiotherapy
session and then
performed the
same physiotherapy
program as in phases
A1 and A2.
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Paci and
Nannetti28

Pardo and
Galen30

Case report
(1 pusher patient)

27 therapy sessions
over 3 weeks. The
therapy consisted of
individual 2-hour
physiotherapy twice
a day for 5 days a
week and a single
1-hour session on
Saturdays.
Case series
90 minutes of
(5 pusher patients) inpatient physical
therapy (5 days/
week)

RomickSheldon and
Kimalat31

Case report
(1 pusher patient)

Yang et al.23

Assessor-blinded,
pilot randomized
controlled study
(7 experimental
and 5 control)

Yun et al.20

A single-blinded,
randomized
controlled trial
(18 experimental
and 18 control)

To describe a specific,
literature-based
physiotherapy treatment
and the outcome for a
stroke patient with pusher
behavior.

To describe physiotherapy
treatment interventions
that reduce pushing
behavior and improve
functional outcomes
in patients with PS,
including regaining their
sense of midline (balance
and transfers), mobility
retraining, and neuro reeducation activities.

- FMA
- The mobility
part of the Motor
Assessment chart
according to
Lindmark
- BI
- MAS
- SCP
Primary outcome
measures:
SCP
FIM transfer score
The balance was
assessed using a
clinical measure of
whether the participant
could sit unsupported
for at least 1 minute.
Secondary outcome
measures:
CMSA
SCP
FIM

11 sessions of LSBWSTT over 15 days
during in-patient
rehabilitation
admission
20 minutes of
intervention
following 20 minutes
of regular physical
therapy
3 times a week for a
total of three weeks.

To provide an alternative
treatment approach to
pusher syndrome using
LS-BWSTT.
To investigate the effects
of a computer-generated
interactive VF training
The program compared
to mirror VF training
on the recovery from
pusher syndrome in stroke
patients.

SCP
BBS
FMA scale

1 therapy session
5 days per week
for a total of 3
weeks (total of 15
sessions). Both
groups received each
treatment for 30
minutes per session.
Moreover, both
groups received the
CPT for 4 weeks
after 15 sessions of
intervention.

To investigate the effect of
RAGT on recovery from
lateropulsion compared
with CPT.

Primary outcome
measures:
BLS
Secondary outcome
Measures:
BBS
PASS
SSEP

Immediate effects on the
pusher behavior were
observed when using
visual and auditory
feedback, but not when
somatosensory input was
used. These results were
not maintained to the end
of the treatment period.
All five participants
demonstrated
improvements in pushing
behavior, balance, and
transfer status.

The subject showed
decreased pusher
syndrome and improved
function after the
intervention.
Both VF training
programs resulted
in reduced severity
of pusher syndrome,
improved balance
scores, and increased
lower extremity motor
control scores. Moreover,
compared to mirror VF
training, the computergenerated interactive VF
training program led
to significantly better
improvement in pusher
syndrome (p<0.01) and
balance (P<0.05).
The RAGT group showed
better improvements in
the BLS at T1 (p=0.032)
and T2 (p<0.001) than
the CPT group after the
intervention. Additionally,
the BBS improved
significantly in the RAGT
group at T1 (p<0.001) and
T2 (p<0.001). Betweengroup differences in the
PASS were significant
at T1 (p=0.014) and T2
(p<0.001).

BBS: Berg Balance Scale; BI: Barthel Index; BLS: Burke Lateropulsion Scale; CPT: Conventional Physiotherapy; FAC: Functional Ambulation Classification; FIM:
Functional Independence Measure; FMA: Fugl-Meyer assessment; GVS: Galvanic Vestibular Stimulation; LS-BWSTT: Lateral Stepping with Body Weight–Supported
Treadmill Training; MAS: Modified Ashworth Scale; PASS: Postural Assessment Scale for Stroke; POMA: Performance-Oriented Mobility Assessment; RAGT: Robotassisted Gait Training; SCP: Scale for Contraversive Pushing; SSEP: Somatosensory Evoked Potentials; SVV: Subjective Visual Vertical
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Summary and Future Directions
The literature provides several approaches for
treating pusher syndrome after a stroke, including
RAGT, GVS, VF and physiotherapy with additional
components such as relaxation therapy in the prone
position and lateral stepping with body weight–
supported treadmill training (LS-BWSTT). Based
on the literature, RAGT or machine-supported gait
training and VF training appear to be promising
adjunctive approaches for treating pusher syndrome,
although there are controversial results regarding
the effect of VF training. There is also evidence
to suggest that conventional physiotherapy with
additional components such as relaxation therapy
in the prone position and LS-BWSTT can also lead
to positive effects. On the other hand, research on
the use of GVS stated that GVS did not result in
significant changes in pusher behavior.
Although there is preliminary evidence of
decreased pusher syndrome following various
therapeutic approaches, the findings of studies
included this review should be treated with caution as
it was evident that all studies lacked methodological
rigor. Additionally, the studies included small to
very small sample sizes (most were case reports or
case series), which could be due to the low incidence
of the disorder. In general, the number of published
studies in this area is still small, which indicates that
further research with larger sample sizes and sound
methodology is needed.
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